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Professional Courtesy…
PERFORMANCE CONCEPTS HAS INVESTED A SIGNIFICANT AMOUNT OF TIME AND EFFORT INTO
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE INFORMATION INCLUDED HEREIN. IT IS OUR BELIEF THAT OUR
IDEAS ARE CREATIVE AND UNIQUE IN THEIR CONTENT, AND AS SUCH REPRESENT AN
INTELLECTUAL PRODUCT THAT IS ESSENTIAL TO OUR BUSINESS SUCCESS. WE THEREFORE
CONSIDER THESE MATERIALS TO CONSTITUTE CONFIDENTIAL TRADE INFORMATION, ON LOAN
TO YOU FOR YOUR EXCLUSIVE, INTERNAL USE, WITH THE UNDERSTANDING AND ACCEPTANCE
OF THEIR PROPRIETARY NATURE. WE TRUST THAT THIS MATERIAL WILL BE HANDLED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH COPYRIGHT AND TRADEMARK LAWS AND APPROPRIATE PROFESSIONAL
PRACTICES.

NO PORTION OF THE MATERIAL CONTAINED HEREIN MAY BE RE‐USED OR DISTRIBUTED, IN
WHOLE OR IN PART, OUTSIDE OF THE BUSINESS TO WHOM THIS FILE WAS SENT WITHOUT
THE EXPRESSED WRITTEN CONSENT OF PERFORMANCE CONCEPTS, INC..
THANK YOU!
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Nature vs. Nurture
• The choice of whether or not to offer laboratory
grown diamonds and gems in your store should start
with sound information.
• Sales professionals today must be equipped to
answer consumer questions in an honest,
nonjudgmental way while building value in earth
mined stones

Nature vs. Nurture
• Understanding the motivation
of the lab grown shopper is
essential to earning trust and
confidence
• Knowing the facts and presenting them
objectively and honestly is essential to
protecting your reputation – and your
business!
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Your Customer Today…
• Today’s ever‐evolving consumers…
– are better educated
– have higher income levels
– have greater access to
information & options
– are more demanding, with
higher expectations
…than ever before

Your Customer Today…
• A New Value Proposition
– Ethics‐based purchasers
– Need to feel good about the
luxury they want
– Want to buy products that
align with their ethical standards
from businesses who share their values
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Value
• Value includes
compatibility with
personal ideals and
ethical sensibilities
• Successful salespeople
in today's market know
the facts, know how to
dial in on value triggers
and know how to
handle client questions
directly and clearly

DIAMONDS…
A Recent Consumer Survey Done By
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Consumer Product Statement –
Lab‐ Grown Diamonds
• Diamonds are mined out of the ground like other
gemstones. It takes carbon, exposed to extreme heat
and pressure deep within the earth under to form
diamonds. Diamonds came close enough to the
surface for us to find through massive volcanic
activity millions of years ago.
• Diamonds naturally come in diﬀerent colors such as
yellow, blue, brown, pink and the most popular,
clear or colorless white.

Consumer Product Statement –
Lab‐ Grown Diamonds
• In recent years, a number of companies have perfected
processes to grow the same carbon crystals in laboratories.
These rough stones are cut just like mined diamonds and can
be set in jewelry. It is not possible to distinguish between
natural mined and lab‐grown diamonds without using
specially designed equipment.
• These stones are not plastic, glass or crystal such as CZ (cubic
zirconia), Moissanite, or other non‐carbon based synthetics.
They are physically, chemically and optically identical to earth
mined diamonds.
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Now that you understand what lab‐grown
diamonds are, what do you think of them?
(Select all that apply)
56%
44%
34%

13%

I would like to
know more

I would have to
see them in
person

I would buy them
if the price was
less than mined
diamonds

I hope the
diamonds I have
now are not lab‐
created and I
don’t know it

2%

2%

Now I definitely won't
buy diamond jewelry
because I wouldn’t
'know if it is a real
diamond

I'm not interested
in diamonds at all

If you were shopping for an engagement ring,
would you consider a lab‐grown diamond
for the center stone?
21%
24%
55%

Yes
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No

Not sure
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Do you think lab‐grown stones should be
called diamonds?
65%

32%
2%
No, they are not real
diamonds

Yes, because they are
made with the same
carbon ingredient as
natural diamonds, but
grow faster in a lab

No, for other reasons

What is the main reason you are interested in
lab‐grown diamonds?
25%

24%
18%

16%
11%
7%

The less destructive
mining that happens,
the better

They are not
conflict
diamonds
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Mined diamonds
Cost too much

I am not interested I can get a bigger lab
in lab grown
grown diamond for
diamonds
less money

No one can tell
the difference
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COLORED GEMSTONES…
A Recent Consumer Survey

When choosing gemstone jewelry, which of
the following are most important to you?
Knowledge/professionalism of the salesperson
Reputation of the store
Brand name of the jewelry
Socially and environmentally responsible
sourcing
Richness of color
Natural origin of the gem
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When making your last fine jewelry purchase, which of the
following MOST impacted your purchase decision?

1.2%

11.0%

3.7%

20.7%

Product brand
Price
Store reputation

8.5%

Styling or design
Diamond or gemstone origin
The salesperson

54.9%

Please indicate your agreement with each of the
following statements
When shopping for fine jewelry, I usually know exactly
what I want and am typically not influenced by the
salesperson
Advances in technology have made owning diamonds
and other gemstones more appealing and more
affordable
I am concerned about the social impact of diamond and
gemstone mining in countries around the world
I am concerned about the impact of diamond and
gemstone mining on the environment
A great majority of mined gemstones are treated or
enhanced in some way before they get to the consumer
In order to be considered 'real', a gemstone must be
the same mineral, whether mined from the earth or
grown in a lab
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Please answer ‘true’ or ‘false’ to each of
the following statements:
75.0%

76.1%

True
False
25.0%

23.9%

If I had sufficient information and was
convinced of the value, I would absolutely
consider buying a laboratory grown
diamond.

If I had sufficient information and was
convinced of the value, I would absolutely
consider buying a laboratory grown
colored gemstone

Please indicate your agreement with each
of the following statements
If I were in the market for a diamond or gemstone, I
would seriously consider a laboratory created option
Since laboratory created gems are man‐made, they
should be far less expensive than comparable quality
natural gems
A laboratory created gem is the same – physically,
chemically and optically – as a mined gem. The only
difference is the environment in which they grow
A laboratory created gemstone is a synthetic
gemstone
A synthetic gemstone is the same as a simulated – or
fake stone
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Reality…
• Today’s consumer is open to lab‐grown product
– Price is a consideration
– Personal values and beliefs are more significant

• Many consumers for lab‐grown diamonds and
gems would not be in the market at all if earth‐
mined was their only option
– ‘In addition to’ as opposed to
‘instead of’ business

Important Considerations
• Do you carry lab‐grown gems? Diamonds?
• If so…
– Disclosure
– Presentation of long‐term value
– Warranty/trade in?

• If not…
– Handling inquiries
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This presentation was designed to generate a discussion about demand for – and store positions regarding
lab grown diamonds and gemstones and about how to talk to customers about options. The following are
the key points that were brought out in the discussion/panel phase of the presentation (focused primarily
on lab grown diamonds).
•

Seminar participants had strong opinions and most were very passionate about their positions. Some were
open about utilizing the option to source and acquire lab grown diamonds to make a sale and help a client even
if they did not stock them. Some were adamantly opposed and even questioned the validity of the term ‘lab
grown’.

•

Reasons ranged from a fear of diluting the store brand, to not feeling comfortable about identifying them to
concerns about long range value (or lack thereof) of the product.

•

There was some debate about whether the wholesale price would continue to drop as efficiencies in production
increased.

•

Retail panelists (none of whom stock lab grown product) raised the question of sensibility in helping customers
get what they needed not what the store wanted to sell or what store had pre‐determined was acceptable to
sell.

•

There appeared to be universal agreement on the need for reliable and affordable Instruments for testing

•

Panelist Patti Geolat, highly regarded appraiser and expert on the resale market, explained that from a practical
standpoint, the real value of an item is determined by its price in the secondary market.


The primary market is influenced by a number of variables, including the initial cost of bringing a
product to market.



The secondary market reflects the opinions of knowledgeable buyers who are willing to stock the items
for inventory for resale.



Although synthetics have a place in the gemstone and fine jewelry market, their history dating back to
the early 1900s is that the resale value demonstrates a greater discrepancy with the original purchase
price than that of their natural counterparts. We should not expect anything different with diamonds

•

This position was new to most participants. Most acknowledged that they focused primarily on their wholesale
cost and retail margin rather than considering secondary market implications when determining the value
proposition to the consumer. For some, it was the first time they had considered secondary market pricing as a
real measure of value.

•

Survey results that discussed consumers’ willingness to consider buying lab grown vs earth mined may have
missed a relevant distinction by not discussing the relative resale value of lab grown diamonds compared to
their earth‐ mined counterparts.

•

Many believe that for the typical values‐based consumer in the bridal market, compatibility with personal ideals
is most important – that the price, long term value and resale potential is less significant, because they still see
the engagement ring as a one‐time purchase.

•

While most acknowledged that ethics based purchasers – for everything from cosmetics to fair trade coffee to
sustainably grown food to lab grown diamonds – were becoming more and more prevalent in all markets, some
raised the question of our obligation to fully disclose the environmental and social impact of lab grown
diamonds – produced largely in Chinese and Russian factories with significant carbon footprints.

•

Most agreed with Patti’s position that markets have survived the advent of synthetic colored gems and settled
back. The same will happen with diamonds.

•

There seemed to be universal agreement that transparency and full disclosure – including discussion of relative
value ‐ at the point of sale is critical, as is clear understanding of responsibility and thorough education.

•

Some participants were more willing to consider lost opportunity if they did not sell synthetics after the
discussion than they were prior to it.
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First and Foremost
• Know the rules
• Implement your own
quality control measures
– Don’t base your reputation
(and liability) on your
supplier’s word

• DON’T SAY ANYTHING that
you don’t know to be
absolutely true.
– “We sell ONLY earth‐mined
diamonds here…”

Industry Support
• Diamond Council of America
– www.diamondcouncil.org

• Effective AND cost effective
training and education
–
–
–
–

Diamonds
Colored Gemstones
Basic Jewelry Sales
Advanced Jewelry Sales
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Diamond Jubilee?
• Seriously… Kate
Middleton is wearing
'diamond and pearl'
drop earrings from
jewelry designer
Belinda Hadden’s
‘Fabulous Fakes’
collection

For More Information…
DIRECT
9628 Whetstone Drive
Montgomery Village, MD 20886
(240) 683‐0224 Office
(240) 731‐1471 Mobile
Kate@PerformanceConcepts.net

BUSINESS OFFICE
148 Applegrove #5
N. Canton, OH 44720
(330) 492‐1100 Office
Info@PerformanceConcepts.net
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